way as mentioned above. The highlighted
industries which have caused the most
waves for the brand is within the Agricultural
& Fishing community with stockists growing
on a daily basis with agreements in place
with 2 of the leading UK Wholesalers within
the Agriculture & Equestrian sectors. These
have come mainly from the UK consumer
seeing a reliable, durable, comfortable
products that delivers great value for
money….

SUCCESS WAS IMMINENT
Introducing Leon Boots Co, a brand leading
manufacturer of a unique style of wellington
boots.
Starting out in 2012 as a distributor of EVA
Wellington Boots, the company has gained
unprecedented growth since its inception
and through its dedication to responding to
the needs of its customers; Leon Boots Co
was first established in 2016 by Managing
Director, Lukas Leoniuk & partner investor
DFE Company Leon Boots after discovering
a gap in the market and developed their
ULTRALight Protective/Safety Boots.
Speaking with Kev Burgess at the start of
2020, the UK National Sales Director for Leon
Boots told us that, “In 2016 together with
the team in Ireland, we decided to create our

own brand of footwear ‘LBC – Leon Boots
Co, this was introduced into the UK market
in 2018 with the impact & growth it has
achieved in two years being unprecedented
covering many different market sectors.
Renowned as a revolutionary alternative
to heavy rubber or PVC footwear, Leon
Boots’ range of ULTRALight Wellington
Boots maintain a plethora of advantages
over outdated heavy alternatives. Using
a combination of EVA and TRC Polymers,
the boots are up to 65% lighter than rubber
boots, more durable, supportive, are both
split and crack resistant unlike PVC or PU
wellingtons and far more comfortable
than any other wellingtons you have worn
before...
Kev continued, “They also contain a
removable and washable sock liner for
extra comfort & warmth should you need it
even though EVA is a great insulator down
to minus 30 degrees, making them a truly
unique product...”
One product within the company’s unique
range of Ultralight boots is its Safety S5
ULTRALight Men’s Safety Wellington. Using
TRC Polymer, the boots are completely
waterproof and through EVA features,
they are the lightest safety Wellingtons on
the market. Not just lightweight, they also
contain an EN345 200KJ steel toe cap and
Kevlar antiperforation midsole, therefore
Leon Boots received an award in the 2019
Design and Build Awards. Kev explained
that, “We won the Most Outstanding in
Construction Footwear in the 2019 Design
and Build Awards, Dairy-Tec we won an
innovation award for our Non-Slip Parlour
Boot & at this year’s Big One Fishing show
in Stoneleigh even sold a pair to a wellknown TV Presenter/Author for his upcoming
extreme fishing documentary.“
Over the last few years, Leon Boots has
expanded within the UK into many different
markets, where it has gained recognition
for the effectiveness of their footwear &
collected a number of awards along the
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At the start of the year the company had
committed to over 30 trade shows across
the UK to as Kev likes to alliterate “get
the brand out there” with high success at
some of the earlier events, one being the
LAMMA show which is the UK’s largest
agricultural show at the NEC Birmingham,
and the Big One Fishing Show in Stoneleigh.
Unfortunately the terrible Coronavirus
pandemic caused mass disruption, taking a
grip of the world. Sadly the rest of the 2020
show calendar was cancelled which has
caused all businesses not just ours some big
problems. I wish everybody well and let’s
just keep going together to get back to great
times.
Through the company’s determination to
dominate every market lockdown has not
stopped Leon Boots Co from expansion and
for the start of the 20/21 winter season
released at the beginning of September a
Non-Safety & Safety PU wellington. With
their ingredient mix of PU & EVA making it a
lighter, stronger, more durable & less lightly
to crack or split alternative to many other
products on the market. Kev mentioned,

Attending the shows pre
pandemic we had a number of
requests from the general public to
manufacture a wellington of this
style & we believe we have
delivered.
In terms of the future ambitions for the
company, Leon Boots plans to reach and
continue its dominating market presence.
As stated by Kev, the company’s main goals
are to gain further market share Worldwide
through our nominated partners in Asia,
USA, Canada, EU & Australia. The Company’s
overall mission is to provide people with
lighter, more durable & far more comfortable
wellington boots, as daily comfort, especially
in wet and cold conditions is of fundamental
importance for every level of employee.
For any further information
Contact: Kev Burgess
T 01934 315386
M 07525 772427
kevin@leonbootsco.com
www.leonbootsco.com

